2001 ford f150 wont crank

Truck won't start, but cranks. Starter fluid helps one time, next time doesn't. Tow to dealership,
then truck starts. Doesn't seem to have any specific cause. You need to see if it is not firing or
not getting fuel. Take the air filter cover off and spay some starting fluid in it and see if it runs
for a second. Been doing some other research which leads me to believe it may be fuel pump
driver module or anti theft mechanism. Is the fuel pump driver module and fuel pump control
module same beast? Thanks for your quick replies. Now we know it's fuel. Then engage the key
and put it in the start position. Of course, you should be able to hear the fuel pump for a few
seconds. Have someone engage the key to the start position. And 3 put a fuel pressure gauge
on the fuel line schrader valve and check for pressure. If fuel pump is working 4 Install a noid
light in one of the injector plug ins and see if it flashes when cranking. I know better than to say
this but here it goes. A loose or dirty frame or motor ground negative cable can cause all sorts
of weird issues like this. Does not pertain to this question but just sharing an issue. Would you
believe I fought a no turn no start issue all day today. I did all the normal stuff. Tried to jump
start and tried another good battery still no turn no start. Was only getting. Then I noticed that
the tilt steering wheel was not locked down. Locking mech was pulled down so tilt was
unlocked. I pulled the locking mech up to lock steering wheel and BOOM it fired right up. No
issues since. So after today and that car I guess anything is possible. Scooter answered 6 years
ago. Truck was repaired. Fuel pump replaced. So far so good. Thanks again. I removed the air
filter and sprayed starting fluid in there as directed. When i turn the key to start the truck, it
started to fire up and then went back to its trying to get started mode. I tried these steps three
times but the same thing happened. BLUF, still won't start. Richard answered 5 years ago.
Jimmie L. I tryed the starter fluid it started and stayed running untell i turned it off but it had a
problem still high idle and wont shift when i turned the truck off it would not start again what
could cause that. Patrick answered 4 years ago. I have a? My 85 f turns over, doesn't get spark,
and just replaced igniting coil. Any thoughts? Bruce answered 4 years ago. I have a F with
starting issues. I have replaced the starter, starter solenoid, fuel pump, fuel pump relay, fuel
filter, and cylinder temp sensor. Still having starting issues. Yesterday I replaced the fuel pump
relay, Today I went to start it and all I got was rapid fire clicking. With the key in the start
position, there was a lot of relay type clicking. I was able to start it by crossing the solenoid, but
not what I want to do. Thoughts, suggestions???? On the verge of scrapping the truck. DMBF
answered 4 years ago. What's the issue? Not a starter or battery issue. Ran all sorts of fuel
system tests. Replaced ignite coil, alternator, battery, all the basics. Won't start only after it's
been run like after driving it to the gym and I go to leave, won't start. No explanation. Get it
towed and it starts right up done that twice now. Something about being bounced around on the
flatbed tow truck must do it. D Eric answered 4 years ago. Had the same problem turned over
but would not start, I turned the heat switch to off it was left on then it finally started. I had done
many other things to change all switches I could think of as well. After each I tried to start it.
There must be a marginal contact somewhere in the ignition system. I turned on the key and
turned the wheel. Turned of the key then locked the wheel by turning it. None seemed to work
until I noticed the heat switch was not off. Finally it started. Persistence payed off. It has
happened again at least three times since last month. At least by changing instrument settings
and turning the wheel I have been able to eventually get it to start but this is looking more and
more like a bad ignition contact to me. I want this fixed once and for good. RachelButler
answered 3 years ago. I have a ford excursion and i just put a new alternator on it yesterday it
ran fime until now. Now i tried to start it and it wont turn over what else couldbe the problem.
FixOrRepairDaily answered 2 years ago. We had the fuel pump replaced twice in our F ford The
Original Ford pump failed. Upon discussion with one Ford Mechanic, the Ford fuel pump is
inferior, in a nutshell and he replaces them all the time. The New replacement fuel pump from
Ford, failed too, meaning it is a piece of crap, after miles. The 3rd pump installed was an
aftermarket pump from another manufacture, and it has been working fine ever since. The moral
to this story, File a complaint against ford for defective parts. It seems the whole internet world
is complaining about this very same problem about ford pumps where as, when the Truck cools
down, it starts again. We put a delphi fuel pump in our vehicles recommended by the auto parts
store and said that many people are having problems with FORD Manufactured Fuel Pump
Assembly. Replaced instrument panel again and Replaced fuel filter, switched out the two big
box fuses and nothing. Starts to work again till the other day. Noticed that if the steering wheel
was centered, I'd I have a Ford F I've replaced the starter, solenoid, battery terminal wire, and
had the battery tested. The truck still won't start it just clicks. I can't figure out why. Cranks fast
but won't start. Has spark to spark plugs and 39 PSI fuel pressure on fuel rail. I tried starting my
truck yesterday and it was completely dead, turn the key and nothing happened. As I'm walking
to check under the hood I hear it dinging to indicate the door is open. Starts right u I have a
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5 years ago. The shiftier is bolted on under the column. Two bolts hold it on and they are 30
torx. Most of the time they can just be tightened up. I usually tighten them and then take one at
a time out and put lock tight on them. It takes laying in the floor looking up under the column
and a long extension with the torx 30 bit on the end. Had the master slave cylinder go out. Fixed
it! Now it wont crank. Battery good stater good took off an tested it. Changed the solenoid on
the fire wall still the same thing. Starter clicks lik I have a F 4. Truck sat for about 2 months
because i have been working. Repaired the spark plug with a timesert took off the passenage
side fuel rail to have more All lights come on so I know the battery is fine but don't know what's
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Sale. There are many different issues that can cause the problem. This article is written with the
assumption that you are looking for a way to get your Ford F started now, and is meant to
provide you with practical advice to help aid in the diagnosis. There are really two main ways
that a vehicle will not start. Just use the jump list below to move to your particular situation.
But, there are less things to troubleshoot than if it were cranking but will not start. Here are
some of the most common issues that cause a vehicle to not crank:. While the battery cables
are not necessarily the most likely issue to cause your F to not start, they are some of the
easiest to diagnose. You can take a look at the battery poles where the cables connect. If there
appears to be green or white corrosion all around it, cleaning them may help get you back on
the road. If your battery no longer has enough charge to turn the starter, your F will not start.
You can take your battery up to the local parts store, or even Wal-Mart, and have it tested to see
if it is still holding a charge. A bad alternator can cause your battery to lose enough charge to
start your F When a starter goes bad, they will usually not give you much warning first. Also, if
you are stuck somewhere and are trying to start your F, the old beat the starter with a hammer
trick is not a wives tale. It really can get that one last start out of it. There are a lot of issues that
can cause your F to crank, but not start. The engine needs air, fuel, and a spark in order to run.
It is highly likely that if the engine is cranking, but not starting that it has thrown an OBDII code.
It is definitely worth it to use an OBDII scanner to check and see if the engine has thrown any
trouble codes. These codes will tell you what the computer is saying is wrong with your engine.
By looking them up on this site, or just Googling them in general will lead you to a detailed
diagnosis of that code. Without the proper amount of fuel getting into the combustion chamber,
the F will crank, but not start. One of the biggest issues that causes a vehicle to crank but not
start is ignition issues. When there is no spark, the engine will not start. Ignition issues can be
caused by many things, including bad spark plugs , bad coil packs, bad plug wires, computer
issues, and more. The crankshaft sensor can go bad as well. When these sensors go bad, it can
be impossible for your F to start. Most modern vehicles come with smart keys that have
electronic protection built in. This makes it more challenging for thieves to steal them. There are
occasions
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where this security system will cause the F to not start. There are a lot of issues that can cause
your F to not start. There are many reasons that your F may not start. Tracking them down can
be downright challenging. With enough time and patience, you can diagnose exactly what is
wrong. Good luck with the diagnosis. If there is anything that you would like to add, please
leave a comment below. Thank you. Battery Cables While the battery cables are not necessarily
the most likely issue to cause your F to not start, they are some of the easiest to diagnose.
Battery Charge If your battery no longer has enough charge to turn the starter, your F will not
start. Otherwise, it may be the starter that you need to look at. Ignition Issues One of the biggest
issues that causes a vehicle to crank but not start is ignition issues. Security Most modern

vehicles come with smart keys that have electronic protection built in. Other Issues There are a
lot of issues that can cause your F to not start.

